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…Berghaus has confirmed the appointment of Sebastien Willefert as EU regional sales manager. He has worked in
the outdoor industry for the past six years at Lafuma, and will be based in France…Jean Parker has joined Anatom to
head up the sales team for the Life is good brand within the UK and Ireland. A lifestyle clothing and accessory brand,

Life is good has been distributed by Anatom since 2007…HI-TEC has appointed Keith Dicker as European golf manager. Dicker will be
replacing Paul McNally, who has been overseeing the position of UK sales manager for golf since September 2008, but will now revert back to
his previous position as HI-TEC global golf product manager…

Transfer 
Market

In the past six weeks 12 new businesses in Ireland have joined the
STAG Buying Group - bringing the total number of STAG members in
Ireland to 36.

Says Ward Robertson, managing director of STAG: “The reaction to
STAG from retailers in Ireland has been first class, the business reasons
to join the group have been well received and many well-established
businesses have already joined.”   

The businesses that have joined include Emerald Alpine, Limerick;
Fanatics, Cobh; MK Sports, Clonmel; John Kent, Sligo; Ballyshannon
Shoes, Ballyshannon; Colgan Sports, Portarlington; McCartan Sports,
Downpatrick; McCartan Shoes, Downpatrick; Declan Power Sports,
Loughrea; Eurosports, Lisburn; Ned Buggy Sports, Wexford; and Sports
Warehouse, Ballinasloe.

Says Aidan Colgan, owner of Colgan Sports & Golf: “I am very
pleased to join the STAG Buying Group. No right-minded business person
in the sports industry can ignore the excellent supplier discounts.” 

Says Ward Robertson: “Aidan has been in the sports and golf
business for more than 20 years. I think anyone who knows him would
say that he is a shrewd operator. He joined STAG because the benefits
are clear and uncomplicated. It’s a real vote of confidence in us that
Aidan has chosen STAG to make his business even stronger.”

STAG expands in Ireland 

BUSINESSES ADOPT BLITZ SPIRIT
As recessionary pressures continue to bite, a number of business
owners are embracing a blitz-type attitude in the face of the
economic downturn. 

Thirty-six per cent of small business owners are refusing to let
the recession get them down, saying it has had no impact on their
personal lives, according to new research from independent
financier Bibby Financial Services.

The research demonstrates how many British business owners
are standing firm in the face of adversity, managing their business
as they have always done and ensuring their personal lives do not
suffer too much as a result. Forty-nine per cent are refusing to cut
out luxuries, such as Blackberries or company cars, which they
clearly see as essential; 63 per cent are continuing with holiday
plans; 67 per cent are not getting any less sleep; and just 14 per
cent are drinking more alcohol.

Says Edward Rimmer, chief executive UK and Ireland for Bibby
Financial Services: “Some might consider a Blackberry or company
car a luxury, but for many business owners today these are simply
essentials which are helping with the day-to-day running of their
business. Whereas previously business owners may have been

prepared to neglect their personal lives in order to sustain their
business, these days they recognise the importance of trying to
maintain some sort of work-life balance, instead seeing time away
from the business, such as a holiday, as a tool to help them
survive.

“However, while it’s good to see business owners remaining
positive, they also need to be prudent financially to get through
the downturn and not completely throw caution to the wind.
With 69 per cent of business owners now scrutinising finances
more carefully, it’s clear cash flow remains king.”

All but 15 per cent of business owners polled say they have
learned something new from the experience of this recession.
Thirty-five per cent have learned to keep a closer eye on cash flow,
18 per cent have learned to plan better for the future and 17 per
cent say they have become shrewder.

Says Rimmer: “Given the figures show most business owners are
learning and developing new traits and skills from this recession,
once current cash flow issues begin to ease we should see the
emergence of a new nation of stronger business owners - hopefully
ones whose families don’t become too neglected in the process.”
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“It looks suspiciously like a school PE kit - albeit with a price tag to make the PTA revolt.”
Buzzle.com’s verdict on the new England strip 

RUNNING ORDER SHOW 
JUNE 28-29
Munich Order Centre

ISRA SUMMER SHOW 2009
JULY 13-14 
The Heritage Golf and Spa Resort, Killenard

OUTDOOR TRADE SHOW 
SEPTEMBER 28-30
Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire

THE STAG BUYING SHOW 2009 
IN ASSOCIATION WITH SPORTS INSIGHT
NOVEMBER 22-23
Cotswold Water Park Four Pillars Hotel

ISPO WINTER 
FEBRUARY 7-10, 2010
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

SPORTS SOURCE EUROPE 
FEBRUARY 7-10, 2010
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

Dates
The sporting industry came out in force to visit SMex, the specialist
event for the sports merchandise sector, which took place at Wembley
Stadium on March 9. 

Visitors from Premiership football clubs such as Arsenal, 
Chelsea, Liverpool and Newcastle, as well as RCD Espanyol, Hamburg,
PSV NV and VfB Stuttgart from abroad, joined ASDA, Llanelli Scarlets,
London Wasps, Munster Rugby and Warwickshire CCC to take
advantage of the opportunity to source sports merchandise products
from over 125 companies.

Buyers from more than 20 countries attended the exhibition. Says
event director, Jeremy Storey-Walker: “We are delighted with the success
of the 2009 event, especially with our visitor numbers increasing by over
25 per cent. It’s now more crucial than ever for clubs to find new
merchandise products that will work for them. SMex is the only event in
their calendars that allows them to see all of the products in one place.”

SMex will return to Wembley Stadium on March 8, 2010 and over
45 companies have already rebooked to exhibit. For more information
visit www.smexwembley.com or call 020 7798 8500.

…Flicx has secured a deal to partner the 2009
Andrew Flintoff Cricket Academy…Canterbury of
New Zealand has signed a kit sponsorship deal with
Preston North End FC. The three-year partnership means that Canterbury will
supply the first team, youth team, women’s team and centre of excellence with
match kit from the start of the 2009/10 season…Nicole Cooke has chosen EAS as
the official sports nutrition partner for her new Vision 1 Ladies Racing Team. Vision
1 Racing is a four-year project that aims to build on Cooke’s success and develop
the talent of young, female road racers from around Europe. The squad is nine-
strong now and will build over the next couple of seasons to 12. The idea is that
from these 12 a strong Olympic 2012 British team will also emerge…adidas and
the Boston Athletic Association (BAA) are celebrating their 20-year partnership
with a contract extension that keeps the brand as the Official Supplier and
Outfitter of the Boston Marathon until the BAA’s 125th anniversary in 2013 and
the 125th running of the Boston Marathon in 2021…John Smith’s has renewed
its agreement as the official supporter of the Winmau World Masters
Championship at The Spa, Bridlington until 2011. The competition will be shown
live on BBC1 and BBC2 in September…EDF has extended its sponsorship of the
Heineken Cup and European Challenge Cup until the 2012/2013 season…Fabio
Capello has become a brand ambassador for Umbro…Macron is to become the
Official Kit Supplier of The Football League in a new two-year deal beginning next
season. Macron will support the contribution made by Football League clubs to
their local communities by providing kit to the 1,400 community coaches working
on their behalf. The new agreement will see Macron sponsor The Football
League’s Golden Glove Awards, which are presented every season to the
goalkeeper in each division with the highest number of clean sheets. Macron will
also support The Football League Community Cup and Football League events at
Wembley through the provision of kit to finalist schools and ball boys…

Sponsorship
News

SMEX VISITOR LEVELS 
UP OVER 25%

UHLSPORT MEMORIAL SHIRT
PRESENTED TO THE FAMILIES OF
HILLSBOROUGH
To mark the 20th anniversary of the Hillsborough disaster,
families of the victims were presented with a memorial AFC
Liverpool Uhlsport shirt at the club’s home game on April 7.

In their first season AFC Liverpool have risen to the
heights of the Vodkat Division One and are in the final of the
Vodkat Division One Trophy - and as Official Kit Supplier to
AFC Liverpool Uhlsport has supported the club all the way.

“As AFC Liverpool really is the club founded by the fans,
it was important to remember the Hillsborough disaster
when 96 fans lost their lives,” says Paul Sherratt of
Uhlsport. “Our retail partner, Argyle Sports and Workwear,
were quick to not only produce this special version, but also
to offer the presentation shirt, and as such we are proud to
be a part of this poignant occasion.”



Sports Direct waits on OFT decision
over proposed JJB store sale
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…FIFA is to sell branded clothes and merchandise through new FIFA stores and retail partners. Five collectiions are to
be launched this summer. FIFA already has an official store at Changi Airport in Singaporre; a second will open at Paris’
Orly Airport on September 1…England are to bid to host the 2015 Rugby World Cup. Australia and Scotland have
withdrawn their bids…David Beckham has again topped ‘The Sunday Times Rich List’ for sports stars. His personal

fortune was estimated at £125million, unchanged from last year. Lennox Lewis was ranked second and Eddie Irvine third…Speedo and Nike
both won two awards at the Sport Industry Awards on April 30. Speedo scooped The Technological Innovation in Sport and Sport Brand of
the Year prizes,, while Nike took the gongs for Best TV Sport Commercial and Best Use of Digital Media in Sport…

Sports 
Shorts

The Office of Fair Trading is considering an offer by Sports Direct to sell
stores in five local areas following its acquisition of 31 stores from JJB Sports. 

The Mike Ashley-owned retail chain purchased the stores from JJB in
a series of separate transactions over a two-year period, but under
merger legislation the OFT was able to review these acquisitions as one
individual transaction. The OFT investigation found that the acquisitions
raised competition concerns in five local areas where Sports Direct
already had existing stores. As a result, Sports Direct has offered to divest
outlets in these areas to buyers approved by the OFT. 

Says Amelia Fletcher, OFT senior director of mergers: “The OFT used
its discretion in this case to roll a number of separate acquisitions of JJB
stores by Sports Direct over the last two years into a single investigation,
given that the overall impact on consumers had the potential to be
significant. Although our investigation indicated that the purchase of
these stores had not reduced competition at a national level, we
identified concerns in five local areas that needed to be addressed.” 

If the divestments are not accepted, then a referral to the
Competition Commission will be necessary. 

MBT CONCEPT STORE AT
HARRODS
Physiological footwear brand Masai Barefoot Technology (MBT) has
opened its first bespoke concept store in Harrods. The 350sq ft area is
manned by specially trained MBT staff and stocks the company’s entire
range of women and men’s athletic, professional and casual styles. 

Says Marigay McKee, fashion and beauty director at Harrods: “Our
customers seek the latest sports technology and Harrods has a worldwide
reputation for innovation. We have recognised the demand for this high-
tech footwear with the exclusive opening of the first MBT concept store in
the UK.”

Launched in the UK in 2004, MBT has established its own unique
category of ‘physiological footwear’. Managing director, Monika Hudson,
explains: “As one of the top-selling brands in the sports department, we
are very pleased to increase our successful engagement with London’s
premier retail store. The launch of our first concept store marks a
significant milestone for MBT.” 

Sport Relief funding opportunity
Sport Relief is giving entrepreneurs from across the country an extra
chance to make their business dreams come true this year by hosting a
special edition of ‘Dragons’ Den’. So whether you’ve invented a new
sport, created the ultimate sporting product or have a fantastic sport-
related business, the BBC would like to hear from you. 

The rules are simple: entrepreneurs can ask for cash investment in
return for equity in their business. However, they must get at least the
amount they ask for or they will walk away with nothing. The
Dragons are prepared to listen to a pitch for any kind of business, but
for this special edition it must be directly sport or fitness related, and
the Dragons must be convinced that it will make money. 

As demonstrated by the investments in the past six series, ideas,
businesses and products that meet some or all of the following criteria
stand a good chance of securing the Dragons’ interest:
� The unique selling point  - a product that serves a need like nothing

else.
� Scalability - something that can be upscaled to make real money.
� Route to market - a clear way the product can be sold and

marketed.
� Mutually beneficial arrangement - just what will the Dragons get

out of it?
� Exit strategy- a plan of how

the entrepreneur/Dragon
will exit and make
money.

The BBC is currently
searching for Britain’s
best entrepreneurs
and will be
auditioning
throughout the
coming months. If you
would like an
application form email
laura.parkes@bbc.co.uk,
call 0871 200 3003 or visit
www.bbc.co.uk/dragonsden.

JD LAUNCHES NEW
ONLINE FASHION
RETAILER
JD Sports Fashion plc has launched Getthelabel.com, an online
fashion and sports store plus mail order catalogue offering
discounted branded fashion direct to the public.

Brands available on the site include adidas, Fred Perry, Lacoste,
Bench, Timberland, Nike and Firetrap. Getthelabel.com’s primary
market will be busy young families. Typical customers are expected to
be brand-aware mums and dads who have to fit fashion shopping
for themselves and their families into already hectic lifestyles.

Peter Cowgill, chairman of JD, said of Getthelabel.com: “The
Get The Label website and catalogue will offer customers significant
savings on fashion and footwear for all the family and as such
complements JD’s aim to provide the best in sports fashion to all its
customers. Our expertise in buying for the fashion and sports
market means you just won’t find similar savings on such a wide
range of active fashion and sports brands anywhere else.”
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“Our biggest mistake was turning up.”
Sunderland manager Ricky Sbragia after his side lost 3-0 to West Brom

www.isra.ie

ISRA has announced the launch of its own brand label. Products
under its trademarked brand ‘Core’ will become more visible in
member stores over the coming months.
According to ISRA, the plan for the brand is for it to have a
discreet presence in-store, but with positive effects on margin.
ISRA has been working with its existing supplier base in Ireland
and the UK, but also with its producer base outside Europe to
develop the range. There are no plans currently to launch a
clothing range under the label, but to concentrate only on
accessories and equipment.
“This is about creating an exclusive range available to members,”
explains ISRA, “offering enhanced margin and a point of
difference. We are working with existing suppliers and there is also
an element of factory direct product. It is being developed with a
select number of products. Some product is arriving in stores at the
moment, but it will be during the summer months before the
brand will become more visible.”

The ISRA July show is full again. The event, which takes place on
July 13th and 14th, will be held at the new venue of The Heritage
Golf resort in Killenard, about one hour from Dublin. ISRA is
holding a supplier versus retailer golf tournament on Sunday the
12th. There is also a number of side events taking place over the
couple of days.

The Birmingham Runner has been
crowned as the overall winner of
the New Balance NBX Elite dealer
initiative for 2009.  As well as the
accolade, the retailer also receives
a brand-new New Balance van.

Says Mark Ward, UK & Ireland
country manager: “I am delighted
to be able to award this prize to
Dave and all the team at The
Birmingham Runner. In addition, I
would like to take this opportunity
to thank the whole team for their
support and hard work, and wish
them every success with New
Balance sales for the future.”

New Balance launched the
initiative at the start of 2008. For
2009 the programme was
expanded and offered to a wider
range of key running specialists
throughout the UK and Ireland.
The scheme’s ultimate aim was to
increase the national availability of
the Elite New Balance product line.  

The Birmingham
Runner wins New
Balance award

Dave Ireland, owner of The
Birmingham Runner, receiving
his new van from Mark Ward,
New Balance UK & Ireland
country manager

NEW STORE DESIGN FOR INTERSPORT
Intersport has unveiled its new store concept in Gothenburg,
Sweden.

Designed by CADA Design Group, a brand and retail design
consultancy based in London, it comprises a white background and
blue LED lighting as well as a series of ‘feature worlds’, which
categorise product by activity. Interactive information points have
also been utilised, allowing customers to learn more about
products in-store, as have technology solutions, which can evaluate
a customer’s technique and make product recommendations.

“Executing our group strategic plan is a really exciting time
for Intersport,” says Werner Zil, division manager of IIC -
Intersport International. “We wanted to work with an
experienced design consultancy such as CADA that we know well
and can trust to help take our brand to the next level, while still
maintaining a strong brand identity across the world.”

Says David Anderson, founder director of CADA Design
Group: “At CADA our clients come to us for creative solutions
based on sound experience and we are really excited to be
working on this all-encompassing retail positioning project.
Intersport serve 175,000 customers every day, we want to give
each and every one of them the best store experience possible.”
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PRICE
OF BATH Mini tennis

The only LTA designed and developed ball

Patented Double Life balls
Why settle for less

web: jpricebath.co.uk
E: derek@jpricebath.co.uk
mnfd: Quarry Hill, Box, Wilts SN13 8LH Tel: 01225 742141

feel your body glide TManti-chafing
skin protectant stick

for
Annoying Irritation
from rubbing

Tel: 02380 811760  -  Email: annette@djmproducts.co.uk

• No Oily Mess
• No petroleum

Apply to:
feet
thighs
upper body

nette@djmproducts.co.uknel: 02380 811760  -  Email: ann0238Tel: 02: 02380Tel:el: 02380 811760  -  Em: 02l:

The most comfortable innovative versatile
skin protectant for sports TM
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OPRO mouthguards provide the ultimate in protection and comfort at every
price point. From the entry level Bronze OPROshield to the recently launched
individually crafted OPROcustom, OPRO offer a mouthguard to cater for all
levels of sport, from the keen school pupil to the professional athlete.

For more information and to
find out how to become a
stockist go to:

OPRO mouthguar ide the ultim tection an omfort a
price point. From the entry level Bronze OPROshield the recently

dividually craft PRO om O offer a mouthguard to
pupil to 

£8.99
RRP (incl VAT)

er a mouthguard to cater for all
the professional athlete.

er a mouthguard
the profess

£8.9
P (incl VA

SILVER

RR

Improved protection and retention in your mouth.
Two materials. Tough outer shell, soft lining with
11 self-forming fins.
Available in: Pink, Black, Sky Blue, Dark Blue, Red & White

£3.99
RRP (incl VAT)

High protection entry-level design.
One material mouthguard with 11 self-forming fins.
Available in: Dark Blue, Black, Sky Blue, Red, Pink & White

dividually crafted OPROcustom, O
els of sport, from the keen school 
vidually crafted O stom,

f sport, from the keen school 

£3.9
P (incl V

BRONZE

RR

Mouthguards

TM

Scientific studies conducted internationally have
proven that the best type of mouthguard is the
custom mouthguard.
It offers the best protection against all forms
of dental, facial and concussive injuries.

The OPROcustom Direct Impression System contains all you need to take an impression of 
your own teeth which is then sent to our laboratory where your OPROcustom mouthguard is 
made to your choice of design/colour and sent back to you in its own protective case.

FREE OPROshield BRONZE so you can play sports with a mouthguard
whilst waiting for your OPROcustom to arrive.

NOT SUITABLE FOR FIXED ORTHODONTIC BRACES

n of 
d is

£35.95
RRP (incl VAT)

web: www.oproshield.com
email: info@oproshield.com
tel: +44(0)1707 261261

£16.99
RRP (incl VAT)

Superior protection, comfort and retention
available in a self-fit mouthguard. Two materials.
Tough outer shell, extra soft lining with 21 high flow, self-forming
colour fins.  Available in: Sky Blue, Dark Blue, Red & Pink

Mouthguard

£16.9
RP (incl VA
£

RR

GOLD
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Jakabel is definitely one of the top players in the sun protection wear
arena. The company offers products that are so distinctive and necessary
they sell all year round. 

New launches for 2009 include the exclusively ‘Surfit’ branded range of
UV 50+ swim/playwear in a stunning choice of pink/ice pink for girls and a
striking blue/navy for boys (now available from three months to 11 years).

Jakabel has also launched new pink and blue camou design baby

thermal wetsuits - the first of their kind in an all-over camouflage pattern
- setting a new trend for the wetsuit world. They also come with
matching non-slip shoes. These, along with the Swimsafe floatsuits,
which are the only swimming aids with an anti-tip neck ring, make
Jakabel a UV wear leader. You should also check out the company’s full
range of interesting pool/beach toys. Delivery is, as always, two-three
days, and there are no minimum orders.
For more information visit www.jakabel.com
or call Jo on 07957 541406.
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Aches • Stress • Fatigue

Why Stock TRION:Z?
Revolutionary Ionic/Magnetic Products

The worlds #1 Ionic / Magnetic Sports Bracelet, the secret
weapon of the best Athletes and Sports Stars.

Proof it Works!
Customer Survey Results
We asked a sample 200 of our customers that purchased
Trion:Z products within a 9 month period in 2007, what
they thought of the benefits of wearing Trion:Z

• Retailers experiencing fast sell through with many retailers 
selling 10-30 pieces per store per week

• Small product footprint results in tremendous ROI and 
incremental margin

• Product creates word-of-mouth buzz and repeat sales
• Choice of colour combinations promotes multi-piece sales. 
• Customers buy as much for fashion as for function.
• 38% of consumers purchased more than one per purchase
• Product appeals to people from all sports and active lifestyles.
• Opening order commitment for less than £300.
• Trion:Z is enddorsed by James Anderson, David Leadbetter,

Sarah Fitz-Gerald and Ivan Lendl.

Trion:Z Products are worn by hundreds of professional athletes
worldwide on the courts, fields and tracks ot Tennis, Basketball, Football,
Cricket, Squash, Baseball, Volleyball, Racing and Action Sports and over
250 Pros on the PGA TOUR, LPGA Tour and Champions Tour.

Trion:Z is a Carlsbad, California based maker of ionic/magnetic health
gear for active lifestyles. Trion:Z products have been named among the
top-ten products of the Orlando PGA Merchandise show two years in a
row and have been named one of the hottest selling products in Sport.

Trion:Z (UK) - Sales Marketing Solutions
Tel: 0844 561 6694 Fax: 0870 160 5238

info@trionz.co.uk   www.trionz.co.uk





RETAIL INTERVIEW

When, why and how did you decide
to get into sports retailing?
I started out in the retail trade in 1997
with my sister, Tania. We took over an
existing sports store, which was a small
local shop. I went straight from secondary
school into the trade and bought my sister
out of the business two years later. I took
out a mortgage for the first round of
investment and a second mortgage to buy
out my sister. The business has been
growing ever since then. We relocated to
our current store in September 2003 and
subsequently extended that premises in
May 2005. The improvement has been
very gradual since we first started out. 

Can you describe your store in terms
of stock and design?
Currently, the shop and store rooms are
about 3,000sq ft and we employ three
full-time staff and two part-time. We
stock a vast array of products, from sports
specific equipment like racquets,
swimwear, gloves, running apparel,
hiking boots and clothing, as well as
general sports fashion products, footwear
and clothing. We stock all the
accompanying accessories and do a
school uniform package, too.

What is the strongest sector of the
market for you at the moment and
over the past year?
At the moment I’m finding a big swing
from sport fashion to sport specific
products as things tighten up. People aren’t
spending as much as they used to. They
just spend on what they absolutely have to. 

How has trade been over the past 
12 months?
Trade over the past 12 months has
generally been quite good. Even with the
slowdown, we are still slightly up on last
year for the first quarter of this year.

What’s your area like for sports
retail? Are there many competitors?
How do you compete?
We have one multiple chain sports store in
town, but we just try to do our own thing.
We concentrate on giving the customer the
personal touch. We provide information on
different products, rather than just giving
them the thing they came into buy.

How do you think independents
could improve?
Keep spending time in local clubs and
societies. Keep involved in what’s
going on and try to tap into those
markets. It’s important, too, to spend
time with customers.

How do you find out about new
products? Are you a member of any
buying groups?
We’re a member of the Independent
Sports Retailers Alliance, which has been
a great help. It’s a very proactive group.
There are always new things to be
learned from the group and it’s a good
way to interact with other shops, as well
as get a lot of contacts within the trade.

How do you keep customers 
coming back?
Customers come back for the service
they get and the personal attention and
friendliness of the store. We also operate
a loyalty card scheme where we reward
local customers for shopping in our store. 

What do you see as the biggest
barrier to the business?
The biggest barrier at the moment is
probably the current economic slowdown.

Do you have an internet arm? How’s
it going? How much of your sales are
internet based?
Our website is about 75 per cent ready,

Gareth Britton owns and runs All Sports in 
Donegal Town, in the north west of Ireland

but will not be up and running until the
end of the summer.

What do you like most and least
about the business?
I love sport and play a lot. I get a real
buzz from the general running of a
sports store, particularly when I’m
making a sale. As far as I’m concerned,
the business doesn’t have any
downsides at all. 

What have been your biggest
challenges in sports retail?
The biggest challenge I find in the
sports retail trade is the buying. The
trends change so often and by so much.
The replica business is always
changing, too, and it can be difficult
sometimes to predict where it’s going to
be at this time next year and so on.

Would you like your shop featured
in ‘Sports Insight’? 
Call 01273 748675 or email
jeff@partridgeltd.co.uk.

si
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FSPA focus

SAFEA member Harrod UK
in ‘Malaria No More UK’
Wembley Launch 
Hot on the heels of this year’s FA
Cup semi-finals, Wembley Stadium
was the setting for yet another battle
on April 20 - this time it was the
ongoing battle against Malaria.
David Beckham and Andy Murray
took centre stage to promote the
launch of ‘Malaria No More UK’, a
not-for-profit organisation committed

to ending suffering and death caused
by malaria - a preventable disease.

The two stars pitted their tennis
and football skills against each
other in a unique sporting spectacle.
Nothing about this extraordinary
day was standard - even the football
and tennis nets were replaced with
special nets manufactured from
blue mosquito netting to highlight
the fact that one of the most simple
and effective ways of preventing the

spread of malaria is through the
provision of mosquito nets. 

The nets were provided by
leading sports equipment
manufacturer and SAFEA member
Harrod UK Ltd, and the special 63-
metre tennis net has been hailed as
‘the world’s longest tennis net’.
Harrod UK sales and marketing
director, Les Saunders, commented:
“As official goalpost and net
suppliers to Wembley Stadium, we
are used to providing top-class
equipment for the venue. However,
this is the first time in the
company’s history that we have
been asked to make sports nets
from mosquito netting. 

“As a company we feel
privileged to have been involved
with the launch of such a vital
charity. The fact that malaria kills
so many and yet is totally
preventable is something we find
hard to imagine in this country. By
all doing our bit I truly hope we can
see an end to this disease.”

For further information on the
work of Malaria No More UK visit
www.malarianomore.org.uk.

The Sporting Goods Industry
Association (SGIA) is delighted to
welcome new member Mercian into
the association. Mercian Hockey is 
a specialist field hockey company
with a 35-year heritage. Combining
traditional products with innovative
materials and designs, Mercian
provides equipment that includes
composite and wooden sticks,
goalkeeping equipment, bags,
playing and leisure clothing, 
and accessories.

As the SGIA makes significant
progress through forging new links
with government partners and Sport
England, sporting goods companies
are increasingly realising the
importance of joining their trade
association to take advantage of the
representation and cost-saving
membership benefits provided. Says
Jane Montgomery, association
manager of SGIA: “We are thrilled
to welcome new members Mercian

to the association. Mercian has
gained a strong reputation in the
sports market as a leading provider
of specialist hockey equipment.” Says
Mercian director, Simon Mason: “The
organisation boasts some fantastic
current members and offers services

that promise to be beneficial to our
rapidly expanding business. We
feel that it is important to explore
all avenues within our market to
ensure we are well informed and
positioned to take advantage of
any opportunities. The work that
SGIA have done to create some
tangible membership benefits,
networking opportunities and
clear pathways to create new
business could provide an exciting
new avenue for Mercian.”

The latest news from the Federation
of Sports and Play Associations

FSPA ANTI-DUMPING
LOBBYING ACTIVITY 
The Federation of Sports and
Play Associations’ (FSPA)
managing director, Jane
Montgomery, has recently
been working very closely
with the new European
Footwear Alliance (EFA) and the Federation of European Sporting Goods (FESI)
on the Expiry Review of anti-dumping measures applicable to imports of certain
footwear with leather uppers originating in China and Vietnam. 

There is a great deal of activity taking place within these organisations in the
lead-up to the vote, which will be in the next few months. FSPA and member
companies are next meeting with the UK government on May 27 to lobby against
these measures. To find out how your company can join the SGIA visit
www.sgiauk.com or call Milly Durrant on 02476 414999 x204.
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2009 RANGE

Sportech are pleased to announce
that we are 10 years old this

March! We would like to thank all
our customers for their support

and loyalty and look forward to the
next 10 years. At the moment, we
are very busy with the selling of

our RIDGE 53 BACK TO SCHOOL
2009 range as highlighted below,
and we are very excited about out

new range of breathable/
waterproof outdoor wear, that will

be available end of May 2009.
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PRODUCT FOCUS

Alastair Dodds, the UK distributor and
brand manager for Spira Footwear,
talks us through the offering.

Spira is a new concept as 
far as running shoes go - 
Tell us more.
I honestly believe that Spira have
developed the next best thing in the
industry. Everyone who works for Spira
is often asked why WaveSpring
Technology was not discovered by one of
the big companies first. The answer is
simple: new innovations and
technological advancements are usually
discovered by outsiders - it has always
been this way. WaveSpring has been
tested and is proven to provide up to 96
per cent energy return and reduce peak
impact forces by up to 20 per cent. Elite
runners all over the world have switched
to Spira and it is not because of big
sponsorship deals either - it’s because
Spira shoes do what they say on the tin. 

And there will be an off-road
range in 2009?
Yes. Spira’s first trail shoe is the 
Paseo, which will be available later in 
the year.  Spira’s goal is to make
WaveSpring Technology available to 
as many people as possible. 

With something so new, how
do you propose to take ‘the
story’ to market?   
Spira is a very new company - only eight
years old to be precise. Getting the word
out is obviously going to take time. Spira
is still ‘news’ in the US, so it will probably
be that way here in the UK for some time.
I remember 10 or 11 years ago when I
started running seriously, very few people
ran or had even heard of Saucony - and
they had been marketing in the UK for
some time by then. Now they have
established themselves as a formidable
running shoe company in the UK and
everyone knows of them. 

Do you think you will
encounter sceptics regarding
the advantage that the
WaveSpring can bring? 
If so, how will you deal 
with this scepticism?
If I had a pound for every time I heard:
“Isn’t that cheating?” or: “Are they legal?”
I would be a rich man. USA Track & Field
stated that Spira breach the unfair
advantage rule, which actually categorises
runners wearing Spira into the same
bracket as dope users. We had three
athletes compete in the 2008 Olympics
without question - say no more!

Market positioning is 
always a hot question for 
any brand. Who would you 
see as your main competition
and target client?
It is a bit early to start competing, I think.
Spira is in the ‘new company’ section of
the industry currently, so to even think
about competing with the big boys would
be crazy. These things take time. Spira are
only eight years old and I am still young, I
think! Time is something we have on our
hands and it’s a virtue.

Do you have plans to work
with any specific athletes or
events? If so, what criteria do
you have for their selection?
Spira have a pretty impressive elite racing
team and already we have started adding
British names to the list, including Sharon
Gayter, Great Britain’s number one female
ultra distance runner; Stephen Hepples,
who has represented Great Britain nine

What’s HOT
The Spira Footwear range of running shoes

www.sports-insight.co.uk

times and is currently ranked fourth at the 10
mile and 10th at the half; and Ironman
triathlete Paul Ambrose. All our athletes
worldwide are WaveSpring ‘addicts’ and
passionate about Spira. I would not select an
athlete for the sake of it; they have to be
sincere about their reasons for choosing us,
as we do for them.

We’ve read about the world
record 10k race. That’s an
interesting concept. How did it
come about?  
It is a way of showing the world what Spira
shoes can do. The World’s Fastest 10K race
in El Paso, Texas has grown substantially
since it began and the record should be
smashed again this year - probably every
year. The course is certified, but the record
cannot be an official world record as the
percentage of downhill is too great. Both the
elite and the recreational entrants have great
fun running fast 10k times. si
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Individually shaped to wearer’s mouth,
the detailed imprint of the
teeth means OPROs
grip tightly

Laminated layers -
extra protection and uniformity

  Specially shaped in palate to
improve breathing and speech

CE Mark

Personal name in every OPRO

OPRO, the world’s leading supplier of custom-fit mouthguards, are pleased to introduce another             
revolutionary product to the retail market with the innovative OPROcustom mouthguard.

The OPROcustom is the first custom-fit mouthguard that can be stocked by retailers and is
around half the price you might expect to pay through a private dental surgery, making a custom-fit         
mouthguard an affordable possibility for all.

Direct Impression System

This pack provides your customer with the means to obtain a medium
weight single-colour OPROcustom Mouthguard in Black, Red, White
or Navy. They can also go online to register and select from a wide
range of other colours, designs and weights.*

1. Fully instructional Audiovisual CD, plus written instructions.

2. The OPROtray unique Impression tray and OPRO impression
    materials.

3. Sealable addressed bag in which to send the impression to the
    laboratory (appropriate postage will need to be paid).

4. Colour choice form.

5. FREE OPROshield BRONZE so your customer can continue
    to participate in sports whilst waiting for their OPROcustom
    to arrive.

*some designs available at extra cost

NOT SUITABLE FOR FIXED
ORTHODONTIC BRACES

There is no better protection than a Custom mouthguard.
There is no better custom mouthguard than an OPROcustom.

NEW

7323_09_3

Contact OPRO for TRADE TERMS

RRP £35.95
(incl VAT)

web: www.oprocustom.com   email: info@oproshield.com   tel: +44(0)1707 261261



When did you get into the 
sports trade and why?
From a very early age I was always
going to work for my dad. My schools,
school subject choices, holiday jobs,
university choice, work placements,
etc were all designed to help me in
later life as a sportswear manufacturer
and supplier. When I took the
computerised careers test at Oundle
School aged 16, after two hours of
form filling it told me I should be a
social worker or grave digger. Not the
best £40 my parents have ever spent! 

My first job in the sports trade was
working for Umbro aged 20. This was
to be a defining moment for me as it
introduced me to sportswear,
manufacturing, factory working and
unions all in one go. I finally joined the
family firm in 1991 after my year off
travelling, and have never looked back.

Who has been the biggest
influence on your career?
My dad was probably my main
influence, who had been in the firm for
around 44 years. He worked really hard
and loved it. What more could a young
boy want but to follow his dad’s lead?
However, the lecturers at The Hollings
Faculty in Manchester who taught me
to sew, grade patterns, repair machines,
design, and who taught me the
importance of the customer, were also
a huge influence on me.

What other brands do you 
admire and why?
I really admire Nike as a key world
influencer in our choice of sporting
attire, and the speed in which they have
risen to world dominance. They
research the designs, fabrics and needs
of the sports person, and develop

products that really work. They have also
managed to take the price issue out of the
purchasing process, as the products are
demanded by the consumers, and appear
to have little competition in their field. An
almost perfect position.

What is your proudest achievement?
When we were asked to produce products
from brands such as Burberry, Barbour,
Lonsdale and Margaret Howell. It showed
me that we had what it took to make the
right product at the right price. I only
regretted that our margins were not as
good as theirs!

Can you tell us about Gymphlex?
It all started in 1906 when the company
made school clothing and sportswear for
local schools. Training colleges became
the new opportunity until the world wars
stopped production of everything except
blackout curtains. Gymphlex was started
by my great great grandfather, and his
brother in law also started the shoe brand
Easiephit by Greenlees & Sons. Both
businesses were true manufacturing
dynasties, employing hundreds of people.
UK-made was the only way in those days,
and they certainly knew how to do it. 

Gymphlex stands for quality, reliable
unbranded sportswear. It is a flexible
company that will always try to help its
customers in whatever way it can. Today
it sources its fabrics and products from all
over the world, but has never lost sight of
who the customer is and what they mean
to its future success. Loyalty is a core
tradition at Gymphlex, and it is very
grateful to its customer base, many of
whom have supported it for years.

And the new GFORCE range?
GFORCE is our new brand. It will fill the
gap that Gymphlex does not fill, namely a
forward facing brand that shouts about
itself. It uses the latest technical fabrics to
create the most superb range of
sportswear. It will cover almost every
sport, and will constantly evolve its range
to suit the markets it serves. Design is key
to the success of GFORCE, combined
with performance and price. It wins in all
of these areas, and therefore offers the
wearer a winning combination.

What was your
inspiration for the 
GFORCE range,
and why did you
launch it?
Gymphlex needed a
brand that filled the
top-end sportswear
market and could also
be tailor-made into
customer’s own
colours. It needed to
develop a range of
sportswear that was
inspired by
international sports
people and could be used by all sectors
of the sporting arena, from local club
to national team player. There were
brands out there that did this, but these
were very expensive, had limited
colour options and higher minimums.
GFORCE wins on all counts.

Can you tell us about 
the personalisation options 
in the range?
Printing and embroidery are not new
to the sportswear market, but our
GFORCE options are truly amazing.
The quality of our names, numbers
and emblems is outstanding, and at a
truly affordable price when compared
to other leading sportswear brands.

How do you see the 
range evolving?
I expect to see the GFORCE range
in the specialised sportswear retailers
before long, offering an inspiring
range of colourful technical
sportswear at a great price. Teams
and clubs will also be able to create
their own unique ranges from the
hundreds of colour combinations
that are possible from within this
collection, and even add their own
internal branding.

James Greenlees, managing
director of Gymphlex

si
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SUPERMARKETS

Time was, a sports brand would
really rather not be seen on the
shelves of a supermarket. Back in
the 1990s, there was muttering and
moaning (usually reserved for the
launch of a new England shirt)
when Tesco and Asda were seen to
grey import prime apparel and
footwear brands that had refused to
supply them from within the UK.
So began the resistance to Tesco - no
doubt fuelled by the “Pile ’em high
and sell ’em cheap” motto of
company founder Jack Cohen.

In 1999, Tesco told the
Parliamentary Select Committee on
Trade and Industry that:

“Despite our efforts, brand
owners, including sportswear brands
such as Nike, base their refusal to
supply on concerns about the ability
of Tesco to offer technical support.
However, they are prepared to supply
to retailers that sell through mail order
and are unable to offer the consumer
any technical support whatsoever.”   

Tesco described the trading
situation at the time as one which:
“Kept prices artificially high, suppliers
controlled and competition stifled.”
None of which was of any benefit to
the customer.

Quality & value
What a difference a decade makes.
Walk into a Tesco store these days
and you can’t fail to see the results
of the company’s persistence in
creating a retail space that can offer
customers product quality and value
in well thought out juxtaposition.
Then there’s that vital profit element.
When chief executive Sir Terry
Leahy took over the helm in 1995,
Tesco was reportedly generating
sales of £10.1billion and pre-tax
profits of £595million. Today, in fact
just last month (April 2009), Tesco
reported a pre-tax profit of
££3billion for the 53 weeks ending
February 28 on sales of £59.4billion,
up 15.1 per cent on a year earlier.
Put in the plainest of retail speak,
that means that this supermarket has
been taking £1,800 through its tills
every second of the day.

Those who have been focused
entirely on Sports World taking their
business should consider that Tesco
has quietly but effectively been
working with specialist sports
suppliers to create strong in-house
brands. Grace Design & Consulting
was involved in helping to create
some of the first sportswear products

They say every little helps, but
there’s a lot going into making
Tesco a sports retail powerhouse,
as Lauren Fox discoversPOINT

Store

Stone Bay Golf: Tesco’s
recently launched golf range
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for Tesco in Eastern Europe, where
the supermarket started to roll out its
sports plan. “Serious kit was being
used in Eastern Europe and Tesco
wanted to get their style and technical
offering up to date really quickly,”
says Danielle Sellwood, who had
previously created collections for
Puma and Nevica among others.
“Very quickly, they caught up and
were producing their own on trend
ideas, so the initiative was pulled back
to the UK.”

Elevation Snow is Tesco’s
performance range of winter sports
apparel offering credible technical
clothing for the entire family. A few
years ago, it was claimed that 85 per
cent of skiers once owned skiwear
made by C&A - that’s a huge amount
of market potential left behind when
the stores closed in the UK, and
Elevation Snow is seizing it. The

brand has exhibited at the prestigious
Metro Snow Show in London for the
past two seasons, getting right to the
heart of the market, with great
reaction. Rachel Mallon, commercial
manager for clothing at Tesco,
commented on the feedback: “Many
visitors did not realise that the
Elevation Snow brand was in fact a
supermarket collection as we kept our
Tesco branding quite low key. They
were impressed by the quality of the
kit and were quite surprised when
they realised it was our own brand.”  

The purchasing power to obtain
technical fabrics and other materials at
a superior price means that products
such as these can be created to a high
specification and the cost saving
passed onto the customer. Mallon
says: “Tesco can create performance
products at a better price. With 300
clothing offers in store at any one
time, we consequently have the
buying power to ensure quality
throughout our range and meet
customer desire. It’s successful
because people trust Tesco and so they
buy into our brands.”    

“Very Tesco”
Elevation Snow is just one highly
successful example. Take a close look
in store or online and you will find
recently launched Stone Bay Golf

apparel, and the One Body fitness
collection - a sports portfolio that in
fact offers everything from rowing
machines to riding gear. What is, as
Mallon terms it, “Very Tesco” is the
fact that all of these products have
been introduced as a result of
customer desire. “We work on
customer insight extensively to
provide exactly what they want, using
qualitative focus groups and
constantly checking customer trends
to make sure we understand what is
wanted - and provide it.”

The key to its success is not
simply the fact that the company can
‘discount’, it is Tesco’s ability to
watch and respond to the market, right
down to local level of individual
stores, which is quite exceptional.
Mallon says: “The advantage of so
many outlets is that we can service
local trends and merchandise

accordingly.” And Tesco does just that
- even, so it is rumoured, monitoring
the weather closely to instruct regional
outlets to merchandise the right
products for the right sort of elemental
moment. During the 2008 Olympics,
Tesco reportedly had sales of
swimsuits and goggles rocket by 135
per cent for the week to the end of
August 22, with sports supplements
and riding kit sales also dramatically
boosted by Olympic coverage. Small
wonder that Tesco is likely to go for
gold in 2012.

As the internet increasingly
dictates customer shopping behaviour,

it’s hardly surprising that Tesco is
poised to make an even bigger strike
at the high street, including sports
business, when it launches a new
online concept later this year. Based
on its current internet sports offering
and consumer awareness, whatever it
puts in front of customers is bound to
click just as loudly as all its tills have
been ringing.

Whether or not the Queen does
approve of TK Maxx, or black is the
new colour for what ‘was’
Lillywhites, it does not pay to
underestimate the acceptability of the
supermarket shelf. si

ABOVE: Some of
the sports products

currently stocked
by Tesco

BELOW: Elevation
Snow is Tesco’s

performance range
of winter sports

apparel

“We work on customer insight extensively 
to provide exactly what they want, using
qualitative focus groups and constantly

checking customer trends to make sure we
understand what is wanted - and provide it”
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NEW TECHNOLOGY

What became clear during the 2008
Beijing Olympics was that sport is
now dominated by technology. From
gold medal-winning bikes to the
latest composite hulls for sailors,
sports men and women need the
best tools that money can buy. What
this means for the sports retailer is
that more of your customers will be
looking to buy the latest technology
linked to their preferred sport.

The good news is that the UK is
one of the leading research centres for
sports technology, and with every
international sports brand rapidly
developing new products, your store
will be bristling with even more hi-

tech gadgetry than it already is. Some
of the technology in this feature you
will be able to buy for your store right
now, or within the next few months.
Other pieces of sports kit are still only
in the mind’s eyes of their designers -
but concepts have a habit of becoming
a reality once a leading sports
equipment developer throws their
weight behind what can often be
groundbreaking designs.

What is clear is that the
technology that won members of
Team GB Olympic gold will filter
down into products on the high street.
The 2012 Games already look like
being a hotbed of technological

advancement with wireless body
sensors, radar-tracking devices for
archers and even a judo robot being
used to prepare our athletes. 

Wii can do it
Sport and video games have been
close bedfellows for decades. The
latest game simulations are still some
of the most popular games across all
platforms, from consoles to desktop
PCs. Nintendo’s Wii has perhaps had
the greatest impact from a sports store
perspective with the introduction of
the Wii Fit. As a training device, more
of the general public have been made
aware of how technology, sport and
fitness can come together. As a
storeowner, bringing video gaming
into your shop can make commercial
sense, as you can offer a one-stop-
shop to your customers.

The Wii Fit is though, still
primarily a games console. Other
systems, including the FitCentric
NetAthlon (www.fitcentric.com), offer
virtual training for running, rowing
and cycling. More advanced systems
that will be available soon include the
RealRyder ABF8. Not just another
exercise bike, the ABF8 has a unique
articulated frame that enables the rider
to balance, steer and lean just as they
would when riding the bike on a road.
The practical application is that the
whole body receives a workout and
not just the legs. Aimed at the serious
sports person, or semi-professional
cyclist, products like this will become
commonplace over the next few years.

Also available later this year is
WebRacing. Using static exercise
bikes produced by Instyle Fitness, the
new system integrates with fitness
equipment such as bikes, ellipticals,
treadmills, rowers and web-based
technology to give the user a
completely interactive experience. As
the software closely models the actual
sport, the user always gets an
authentic experience when using the
hardware and software together. In
addition, the Simultrainer is available,
which enables your customers to
connect their existing bikes to the
WebRacing system.

As clothing is at the heart of many
stores, advances in sporting apparel
are always tracked very closely. The
pioneering race suits that Team GB’s
cyclists used will become the basis of
a whole new range of clothing for the
cycling market that has expanded
rapidly since the Olympics.

With a steady stream of new and innovative
products needed by sports retailers,

reports on the latest developments 
and new technologies 

In the 

RIGHT: Wii Fit
is a good

example of
how

technology,
sport and

fitness can
come together
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Available now are new fabrics
such as Skins ICE that uses
Microencapsulation Technology
(MET), which embeds microcapsules
of menthol into the fabric. When
agitated by movement or perspiration,
the capsules activate and cool the
wearer. Also available is the Puma
Active Bodywear system that uses
compression technology to support
the body. Joining these body suits will
be a whole raft of additional
accessories. A good example is
Cleatskins, which can convert
studded boots into street shoes.

Rick Kay, president of Cleatskins,
says: “As a former athlete, I have
decades of experience wearing out
and replacing expensive athletic
shoes. We created Cleatskins to help
athletes enjoy their favourite sports
stylishly while saving time and
money. With the talent of some of the
best sportswear designers in the
industry, the sleek, practical product
fulfils an untapped niche in the
industry. We are thrilled with the edgy
design and colour palette that adds a
modern and great-looking flair to both
the world’s most popular sports and
everyday fashion.”

All these new fabrics offer a great
opportunity to create clothing ranges
that lock into the desire by consumers
to adopt technology in their sport.
These clothing systems will become
even more sophisticated over time,
and will also incorporate tracking and
monitoring devices to provide a
complete training system.

Further afield
Until recently, walkers and trekkers
had to rely on paper OS maps, which
are hardly the most practical of things
when you’re half-way up a mountain
and it’s raining, snowing or hailing.
Now available is the Satmap Active
10 Plus, which allows walkers and
trekkers to take out a sturdy and
reliable piece of kit that provides clear
and sharp OS maps. Satmap is
changing the way walkers and
trekkers explore the countryside,
making it easier and safer for them to
go further afield. You can pinpoint
where you are at any given time,
record points of interest and then
check your total ascent and the
distance you’ve covered.

There are already a range of
biosensors that your store can stock,
including the Bodylink system from
Timex and the range of watches

from Polar and Suunto, which can
track physiology as your customers
play their sport or train. But new
products that use wireless
technology more familiar in mobile
phones will be making an
appearance at the 2012 Games.

Currently in development at
Imperial College London, with
funding from the Engineering and
Physical Sciences Research Council
(EPSRC), the eAR sensor looks like a
Bluetooth headset, but is an advanced
biometric device that can track a
whole range of body outputs. “The
sensor we’re working on is inspired
by the semicircular canals of the inner
ear, which play a key role in
controlling our motion and balance,”
says Professor Guang-Zhong Yang,
who is leading the project. This kind
of biotechnology will filter down to
consumer products quickly as sports
brands expand into more technology-
based products.

New products that will appear
from the leading sports equipment
suppliers are likely to include
complete training kits. Standalone
sports equipment will move to
become an information source that
your customers can use to monitor
every aspect of their performance. We
already have systems like CrossTrak
(www.crosstrak.com) and PCCoach
(www.pccoach.com). These will take
a quantum leap forward as biometric
tracking systems move out of the

si

hands of professional athletes and
onto the high street. And take a look at
a possible future for sports design on
the Lacoste website: www.lacoste-
future.com/en/#/equipment/.

The sports technology race that is
now in full swing will produce a
whole raft of new devices and
products. Alliances between UK
Sport, Loughborough University’s
Gatsby Innovation Award, BAE
Systems and the introduction of the
Garage Innovators Award will all
generate new technologies that may
initially be aimed at elite athletes. But
these will, over time, find their way
into affordable high street products
your store will need to stock in order
to satisfy customer demand. 

Technology is now at the heart of
everyone’s lives - none more so than
those interested in sport. Ensuring
your store stays ahead of the
technology curve is essential to ensure
a stable and profitable business.

LEFT: Satmap is
changing the way
walkers and trekkers
explore the
countryside

BELOW: The Gruve
uses LED and vibration
to keep the user
informed of their
metabolic status



DATA MINING

� Improving production processes. 

� Analysis of credit card purchases.

� Analysis of telephone calling
patterns.

But although data mining is
already an international industry
grossing over $20billion, no problem
is too small to warrant its attention.
For instance, when a recent data
mining exercise in the men’s
department of a major chain store
targeted the buyers of expensive
shirts and predicted that over 30 per
cent would also buy other top-of-the
range products by direct mail if given
the chance, the prediction was found
to be spot on.

Experts explain that in fact
there’s nothing magic about data
mining, or its sister system ‘market
basket analysis’. They’re just an
extension of statistics with artificial
intelligence and machine-learning
twists thrown in to transform data
into a business decision.

It’s been found that most data
mining techniques involving
retailing invariably fall into two
basic categories:

� Model building - which uses
computer modelling to predict the
appeal, demand and profit in a
product or service in order to make a
decision on whether to go ahead.

� Clustering - which pigeonholes
potential customers into groups that
have similar traits and are expected
to behave in a similar manner. 

Send a dad with his family into a
sports shop to buy something for a
young son or daughter, and there’s
a 65 per cent chance that he will
succumb to an impulse buy for
himself - anything from a pack of
golf balls to Wayne Rooney’s
remaindered autobiography.

But if his wife’s with him on the
shopping trip, the chances of his
buying something for himself drop
to less than 25 per cent. And he will
also be more reluctant to buy top-of-
the-range goods for his kids. How do
we know? Because data mining has
told us. It’s yet another minor
miracle performed by the newly
discovered science of extracting
information from large computer
databases and revealing patterns of
behaviour that can be turned into
profitable retail opportunities.

Valuable information
Not surprisingly, data mining
originally got its name from
similarities between searching for
valuable business information in a
large database and mining for a vein
of valuable ore. Both processes
involve sifting through an immense
amount of material to find something
valuable and useful. Originally, data
mining was used in high finance, but
in the past five years it has swept
through scores of industries, from
marketing and distribution to IT and
retailing, to provide two major basic
breakthroughs:

� Predicting trends - questions that
once needed days or even weeks of
analysis can now be answered almost
instantly. Experts claim that data
mining can identify marketing targets
most likely to maximise return on
investments and even forecast
customer bankruptcy and other forms
of default.

� Discovering previously unknown
patterns in customer and retailing
behaviour and defining new
customer groups. One recent
example of pattern discovery
involved identifying seemingly
unrelated products that are often
purchased together.  

“In traditional market research
most of the results - say a breakdown
of sales figures - are something we
know exist and it’s just a question of
finding them,” says Dr Kurt
Thearling, a top technology
innovation consultant and data
mining guru. “Data mining, on the
other hand, uses advanced computer
methods to extract and interpret
information that the user probably
didn’t even know existed and which
can be used in business strategy.”

For instance, recent successful
examples of automated data mining
include:

� Predicting which customers will
switch to rival firms.

� Pinpointing unprofitable or dodgy
customers.

� Identifying possible fraud.

ABOVE: Data
mining uses

advanced computer
methods to extract

and interpret
information for
future business

strategies
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Originally used in high finance, the trend
of data mining has expanded into retail to
analyse behaviour patterns for profit
opportunities. Tony James investigates
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and veg impulse buys in two major
chains increased by over 10 per cent.

Data miners have also found that
impulse sales increase when goods
are placed at eye-level, while routine
products continue to sell wherever
they are located. It has also been
discovered that the first two or three
metres up a shopping aisle are ‘dead
space’ so far as impulse buying is
concerned, and can be used for
routine essentials.

Data mining models into
customer motivation produced at the
University of Sussex recently came
to four main conclusions:

� The main impulse purchases -
clothes, jewellery, cosmetics, shoes
and the latest sports clothing and
equipment - are closely linked to
self-image and appearance. These are
rated as ‘high impulse’ goods, which
the buyer feels he or she must have
immediately, regardless of price. 

� ‘Low impulse’ goods include
bodycare products, household goods
and essential clothing, and are
usually picked because they are
practical, useful and good value 
for money. 

� About five to seven per cent of
adult shoppers are compulsive
impulse buyers who hold strong
materialistic values, believing that
acquiring material possessions brings
them closer to success and happiness. 

� A regular impulse buyer is two and
a half times more likely to be a
woman than a man. Men, the data
showed, are more likely to
compensate for self-image problems
by taking up demanding sports or
going to the pub.

Data models showed that,
strangely, price rarely triggers
impulse buying - illustrated by the
case of a range of exclusive
swimwear that sold well at full price,
but stayed on the rails when prices
were reduced to clear.

So how can you become a data
miner? Consultants say that a project
is normally broken into three phases:

� A targeting study that assesses
what mining process would be most
suitable, the likely costs and the risk
factors involved.

� A proof of concept phase that will
result in a working prototype and a
plan for integrating it into your
operations.

� A deployment plan that produces

data extraction procedures and which
could put a new feedback loop into
your organisation and make it
necessary to move from PCs to
production servers. It’s sensible to
bring in specialists who will
customise the system according to
your needs.      

A typical data mining specialist is
SRA International, whose boss, David
Vennergrund, says: “When working
with a new client we first extract and
consolidate all available data and then
apply machine-learning algorithms to
develop models which represent
previously unknown data patterns,
highlighting information that has
previously been missed. Once the
patterns and relationships are
identified, they are incorporated into
the business system to detect the
trends vital for future development.
We will then transform the knowledge
gained into information the client can
use to make business decisions.”

A recent spectacular SRA
success involved developing a tax
fraud detection method using data
mining techniques. As a result, tax
investigators can now detect 40 per
cent more fraudulent tax returns a
year with a slightly reduced
workforce. “Our data mining
techniques have proved to be three
times more effective than the
previous procedures,” Vennergrund
says. “The results of data mining can
be quite extraordinary.” 

Dr Kurt Thearling says: 
“Just by revealing what data is
available, we have reduced company
mailing costs by up to 30 per cent
and almost doubled the positive
response to mail-shots and print
campaigns. An automated data
mining approach has one aim: to
help you or your company make or
save money by utilising the
information that you have, but are
not fully using. Surely no one
looking for business success can turn
down an offer like that?”

BELOW: As an
example of
successful data
mining, fruit and
vegetable impulse
buys in two major
supermarket chains
increased by over
10 per cent

For instance, when you’ve
produced an impressive new
customer catalogue, who should
receive it? That’s the time to bring in
the data miners, who will process the
database of previous mailings and
build a model of customer behaviour.
This can be used to create clusters of
people most likely to respond to your
new sales campaign.

Consultants believe that for most
problems, there will be patterns of
measurable statistics that can be
correlated with other information to
give you a reliable answer. For
instance, when BMW used data
mining in a recent marketing study, it
was found that 40 per cent of
potential customers were
concentrated into one age range and
one specific type of postal district.
The result was a basic shift in
marketing strategy, using the data
mining theory that if you buy a
certain group of items you are more -
or less - likely to buy another group. 

Food for thought
In simple terms, if you buy a pint in a
pub and don’t buy a bar meal, you are
more likely to buy crisps at the bar
than someone who didn’t buy any
beer. Studies have shown that in
retailing, at least 30 per cent of goods
are bought on impulse and data
mining analysis can give clues as to
what the customer might have bought
- if the idea had occurred to them.

For example, a recent data
mining study in a store selling toys
and confectionery found that
customers buying dolls were more
likely to also buy sweets than
customers buying other products. So
high-margin confectionery was
moved next to the doll display. The
result: a 25 per cent rise in
confectionery sales.  

Until recently, most UK
supermarkets organised shelves so
that customers found products in the
way they would if they were eating a
meal - soup came before fish, meat
and vegetables and desserts, while
cheese and coffee were placed
further down the store. But when
computers mined deep into available
data, it was found that this system
actually did nothing to increase
buying. So fruit and vegetables were
put near the entrance, to give the
impression that goods were fresh. As
a result, despite the recession, fruit

si
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Running & athletics
Saucony VIZI-PRO: be safe, be seen 
and be comfortable
Saucony’s VIZI-PRO range of apparel for autumn 2009 is not just the only
group of fabrics and colours to be safety approved by the American
National Standards Institute, the fabrics are also as technical as you can get. 

The Saucony sales team are demonstrating the product now with a
special launch offer and consumer campaign.
For more information contact Saucony on 023 9282 3664 or Daricia in
Ireland on 00 353 145 116 77.

HILLY Clothing announces the release of its
now-improved neoprene range 
With a successful range on the market already, HILLY has worked hard to update
and develop each product complementing HILLY’s extensive range of accessories
for runners. Cosmetic changes, including the addition of reflective strips and rip
stop panels, have improved and enhanced the products. Moreover, developments
in technology in the phone and mp3 markets have seen modifications to the
dimensions of HILLY’s carriers to accommodate them.

HILLY has also added a new product to the range - the Hilly Arm Pouch. It
utilises all the key popular features of the existing range in a new slimline design
and is suitable for third generation iPod nanos, small mp3 players, credit cards,
keys, coins, etc. The developments have been well received, with a great response
at the recent London Marathon Expo, showing, when it comes to leading the field
in technical performance socks, clothing and accessories, HILLY is at the forefront.
For further details contact HILLY on 0161 366 8207 or email
thomasc@hillyclothing.co.uk.
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IN SEASON TRIATHLON

Triathlon is big news. Combining
running, cycling and swimming
into one addictive endurance
challenge, since its inclusion in the
2000 Sydney Olympics, it’s
attracted record numbers of
participants. British Triathlon has
seen annual increases in
membership of 10 per cent year on
year and there were over 650
triathlon events conducted in the
UK last year; worldwide, an
estimated 750,000 people
participate in a triathlon annually.

Women in particular are
gravitating to the sport. Women-
only triathlon events are
mushrooming across the globe and
while 10 years ago women made up
about 15 per cent of the triathlon
field overall, today it is heading
towards 40 per cent.

High profile
There are many reasons why more
women are taking up triathlon, but
the high profile created by the
success of UK women in competition
certainly helps. The 2008 Olympics
saw UK triathletes Helen Tucker and
Hollie Avil thrust into the public
spotlight, while UK athlete Chrissie

Wellington is perhaps the biggest
name in the field, being the ITU
World Long Distance Champion and
Ironman World Champion. “She’s on
course to be one of the greatest
athletes ever,” says John Levison
from Triathlon club TRI 247. “If she
were a man, I don’t think she would
have any more profile or respect.”

Helen Tucker agrees that this is
why the number of UK women
triathletes is growing: “Success
breeds success. We see other British
women doing well and are
inspired.” She holds a similar
theory on why more women are
attracted to triathlon through
women-only events: “When women
see other women of all ages, shapes
and sizes taking part, they realise
they can do it too.”

Another reason women may be
attracted to triathlon is the fact it’s
such a new sport. “The first triathlon
event was only in 1974,” says Shaun
Lancaster, who runs triathlete retail
outfit My Moti and was one of the
founders of Bristol and District
Triathletes. “It hasn’t had time to
build up a male tradition, so men and
women run it on a relatively equal
basis.” This theory is compounded

when looking at funding for
triathlon, which over recent years has
been extremely good and is spread
between men and women equally. 

Lancaster also thinks that
triathlon being good for overall
fitness is part of its appeal. “Cyclists
can develop huge calves and
swimmers get massive shoulders,”
he says. “That doesn’t happen with
triathlon. It keeps an even body
shape, which is attractive to
women.” Mike Martin, sales
manager at Triathlon Consultants,
agrees that the aesthetics of triathlon
are important. He says: “Triathlon
clothing looks really good.” 

While anyone with a bike of just
about any type and a pair or running
shoes can get involved, in general,
triathlon can be very appealing to
more affluent customers. Jonathan
Quint, marketing manager at
Suacony, says: “A quick flick
through the advertisements in one of
the myriad of specialist magazines
and it’s easy to see why. Once the
bug has bitten, it’s not long before
hundreds or even thousands of
pounds can be spent on bikes, wet
suits, shoes and accessories.” Shaun
Lancaster concurs: “Triathlon is

Women are increasingly finding time to train and
compete in triathlons, helping it to become one of
the fastest growing UK sports, says Louise Ramsay 

Women tri 
for the
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popular with people in their 30s and
40s. The salary levels are very high.
Fifteen per cent of our members are
lawyers and 10 per cent are doctors.
They are affluent and middle-class.”  

Nonetheless, there is retail potential
at the grass-roots level too. Kevin
Richards from Aqua Sphere says: “The
women that get involved range from
young girls to grandmothers and come
from a wide range of backgrounds.
Like the men, some women triathletes
have dreams of getting to the Olympics
while others get involved simply for the
challenge of completing a triathlon.
There’s an increased accessibility of
more cost-effective equipment and a
once ‘elite’ sport is attracting more
mass participation.”

Mike Martin agrees that it
appeals to any age, size and
background. 2XU has linked up with
Open Water Swim UK, which
operates at a lake near to Windsor.
People come to practice their open
water swimming and can try the
complete 2XU wetsuit range for free.
“We get people from all walks of
life,” he says. “Over time, though,
we have seen a shift in the typical
size curve of wetsuits, as well as
increased female attendance.” 

Kit changes
Increased participation by women has
seen changes in kit. Shaun Lancaster
says: “Five years ago there wasn’t
even a female specific bike. Now
everything down to the socks are
female specific.” He thinks women
are very brand aware and are looking
for quality. “The difference between a
club runner and a club triathlete is
huge,” he says. “Triathletes are more
experimental and are looking for top-
of-the-range kit that is technically
designed and innovative.”

Mike Martin explains how
women’s triathlon kit fulfils this
need. “Women’s triathlon kit mirrors
the technological advancements that
have been made in the men’s range,
with silicon coatings and high denier
compressive and supportive fabrics,
to name but a few,” he says.

Saucony has found that its best-
selling triathlon product in the past 12
months has been the Fastwitch 3,
which was recently voted ‘220
Triathlon’ shoe of the year by the
magazine’s readership. Available in
both men’s and women’s versions,
it’s a lightweight, flexible shoe with
just enough protection for all triathlon
distances up to Half Ironman.

Saucony also offers a one-piece
tri-suit, with two shorts options of
differing lengths and two options for
tops - either a traditional zip-tank or
an extended bra top - which provides
support in the same way as a sports
bra. All these items are made from
salt and chlorine resistant fabrics,
which repel water so they do not
become heavy when wet. 

Hopefully this will help Helen
Tucker feel more comfortable at her
next event. “I would love to see the
option of a built-in sports bra to
some of the high-end quality race
suits,” she says. “Manufacturers
seem to think everyone in triathlon is
flat-chested!”

Also hoping to cater for women’s
more curvaceous needs, Aqua Sphere
has brought out the Wracer, a shaped
body-contoured suit. It’s also
launched the Kaiman Lady and Seal
SPT goggle and mask range to
specifically suit the contours of the
female face.

Mike Martin says that triathlon
is fighting back at the credit crunch.
“To date, there has not been a
downturn in sales,” he says. “In fact,
they have increased. It is good news
for the sport and the industry as a
whole. I would recommend any

running or cycling shop to develop their
own triathlon section.”

Tips from Jonathan Quint on how to
increase sales in the triathlon sector
include offering a good range of options
and being able to advise on the features
and benefits of the different options
available. “Triathletes are typically very
thorough with their preparation and are
interested in the science of the sport,” he
says. “Our Saucony ShoeLab gait
analysis is always extremely popular at
triathlon events and stores. Triathletes
won’t just pick any old product because
they like the colour. They want to know
how they will benefit.”

Kevin Richards thinks that because
triathlon is on the increase, by default
there are more opportunities to retail tri
kit to women. “If retailers invest in more
products, including lower cost items like
goggles and masks, they should reap sales
increases,” he says. “Another good way to
increase sales is to build relationships
with local clubs. There really are athletes
out there who need to buy tri-specific kit
and I am sure they would appreciate
buying from a local retailer.”

To help built these relationships, Mike
Martin suggests getting brands to run a
promotion at a club. “I am always willing
to help at events and demo days and like
to help the shops launch the triathlon
range in their store,” he says. “People
need to know that you are offering
something new.” si
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Whether it’s training for, or actually competing in, a
triathlon, HILLY Clothing’s range of technical
performance products offer the user many key features
and benefits. 

In particular, the new race number/gel holder belt is
the perfect companion to competing in triathlon.
Adjustable toggle fasteners make the belt ideal to
attach a race number and four gel loops provide an
extra feature for transporting gels. Moreover, HILLY’s
range of socks, including the Mono Skin Lite and Twin
Skin ranges, are ideal for both running and cycling. Both

are low-cut styles, allowing
maximum airflow and cooling
to the legs. Other key features
include seamless toe
construction and an arch grip
support.

For further details contact HILLY on 0161 366 8207 or
email thomasc@hillyclothing.co.uk.

Triathlon
HILLY enables you to
‘tri’ harder

www.sportindustry.biz
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IN SEASON TABLE TENNIS

concrete tables, the prices are lower
than those imported from abroad
because of reduced haulage costs. 

ETTA is also going to link the
interest in outdoor, recreational table
tennis to club-based activity and
create outdoor competitions. All of
which should help to get table tennis
out there. This seems something of a
necessity. While Sport England did
increase its investment in table tennis
in its most recent set of awards, this
was rather less than the increases
enjoyed by other sports such as
badminton. It was decided to slash
funding in the run-up to the 2012
Olympics because the Chinese are
just so good that the UK doesn’t
stand much chance of winning any
medals, which doesn’t say a lot for
how much faith Sport England has in
table tennis. Manufacturers are,
however, positive. 

“Table tennis is not what you
would call a high profile sport,” says
Nicola Waters from UK Table
Tennis, the sole distributor of
Cornilleau table tennis equipment in
the UK. “When I meet people for the
first time and they ask me what I do
for a living, they are invariably
stunned that there is sufficient
demand for a company dedicated to
selling table tennis tables. But we

Anyone for
As the days get warmer and the evenings
longer, thoughts turn to halcyon days playing
table tennis outdoors, reports Louise Ramsay

It was a hot night. A large, yellow
moon hung low in the sky, moths
fluttered around the humming
neon lights and the buzz of
crickets was loud in our ears.
French teenagers drifted around in
groups, laughing and smoking, but
they were of little interest to us.
Having finally managed to bag a
table, my brother and I had to use
our time well. Hunched down,
faces creased in concentration, bats
in hands, all we wanted to do that
glorious summer night was play, er,
ping pong. 

It’s true that table tennis doesn’t
have quite the same kudos as perhaps
football or even tennis, but anyone
who’s played it has surely loved it.
My memories of playing table tennis
on a French camping holiday as a
12-year-old are certainly vivid.
Relatively easy to play at a very
basic level, it doesn’t take much to
get a rally going, making it a highly
addictive game. We were definitely
hooked, spending most evenings
batting balls back and forth. I
remember hassling my parents for a
table tennis table when we got back
home, but we didn’t have enough
space for one indoors and, given the
English weather, an outdoor table
tennis table was out of the question.

Weather defiant
Thankfully, times have changed.
Table tennis tables and bats now
come in a number of weather-defiant
designs, which means playing table
tennis outdoors isn’t just the preserve
of sunnier climes. It’s also been
made a priority by The English Table
Tennis Association (ETTA), which is
committed to raising the profile of
outdoor table tennis over the next
four years as part of a Sport England-
funded initiative.

“We want to get schools and
public areas to install permanent,
outdoor tables,” says Dicken Gray,
development manager at ETTA.
“Schools are very interested in
outdoor table tennis as a way to
increase positive behaviour and as a
control method.” ETTA is very
interested in utilising concrete table
tennis tables, because they can’t be
moved and they’re hard to vandalise.
To this end, ETTA is in early
discussions with E & JW
Glendinning, a quarry and concrete
products company. Several years ago,
the local community college asked E
& JW Glendinning to produce four
concrete tables for the school, and
the company has been manufacturing
and retailing tables ever since. The
only firm in the UK to produce



of bats. “We’re the only
manufacturer to make a weatherproof
table tennis bat with similar
performance levels of a traditional
bat,” says Nicola Waters. “They’re
made from a one-piece composite
material, making them shock and
water resistant as well as ergonomic
and comfortable to use.”

The needs of customers aren’t
differentiated through age or gender,
but rather through intended use. For
instance, schools, table tennis clubs
and sports centres need a more robust
table than someone who only wants
to play at home. Ability makes a
difference, too. A serious table tennis
player would notice the difference in
bounce when playing on an indoor
versus an outdoor table and on tables
of different thickness. Budget is also
reflected in products.

UK Table Tennis best sellers
include the Tectonic 50 Outdoor
Package and the 240 Sport Package.
Since September 2008, all Cornilleau
outdoor table tennis tables have
benefited from a 10-year guarantee
on the playing surface. The
introduction of a Tacteo duo set has
been very popular, too, as it includes

two bats plus three balls. 
“We’re launching a new, silver-

grey playing surface on our three top
outdoor tables,” says Nicola Waters.
“Further performance enhancements
include leg levellers, ball dispensers
and a collapsible net/post set. We’ve
also added corner protection pads
and brakes on some models, as well
as an ‘Easy-Track’ handle for easy
movement on uneven surfaces.”

Ransome’s best-sellers are its
recreational Butterfly Outdoor
Home Rollaway and Butterfly
Outdoor Easifold Rollaway tables.
New products for the outdoor
market include a range of concrete
tables, which are ideal for parks,
schools and gardens. The company
has also introduced some unusually
shaped outdoor tables, such as the
new Figure 8.

To improve retail success, Nicola
Waters advises the web. “Table
tennis tables are primarily sold over
the internet because their size and
weight make them difficult to stock,”
she says. “The more information and
images a retailer can incorporate on
their site the more confident a
customer will be in the product.”

continue to see growth in our table
tennis sales, compared to the same
period in the previous year.” 

Within this, the outdoor table
tennis market is also expanding. “The
sales of our outdoor tables have
improved significantly over recent
years, even though traditionally table
tennis has only been really popular
on the continent,” says Alan
Ransome, managing director of
Ransome Sporting Goods, the
distributor of Butterfly table tennis
products in the UK and Ireland. 

Exactly why outdoor table tennis
is becoming more popular is hard to
pin down. Maybe it’s got something
to do with people like me wanting to
recreate idyllic childhood holidays at
home, or down to the general sense
nowadays that the old ways were
better ways, particularly if they
involve the outdoors. Attracting
people across all age ranges and
backgrounds, people discover table
tennis in different ways. “Sometimes
people discover it on holiday and then
decide to join a club to develop their
game,” says Nicola Waters. “There is
also a lot of interest from people who
have always been quite active, but are
no longer fit enough to play football
or other more physical games, and so
turn to table tennis as an alternative
way of staying fit and healthy.”

Sustainable
Importantly, this rise in popularity in
outdoor table tennis can now be
sustained because of advances in
equipment. “We’ve been working
with Butterfly on advances for
outdoor tables, both in terms of
playability and durability,” says Alan
Ransome. “In the past some outdoor
tables have given a very poor bounce
and this has made it much more
difficult to enjoy the game. We have
concentrated on producing tables that
give a true bounce, much closer to the
bounce of an indoor table. We have
also been working on durability for
tables that sit outside for 12 months a
year, with both steel undercarriages
and concrete undercarriages as well
as very heavy duty tops. We have 
also introduced some tables with
plywood tops and others with a
special concrete surface, and both
have good playability.” 

UK Table Tennis has been
working equally hard on its outdoor
table tennis equipment, having won
design awards for the company’s
table tennis tables and Tacteo range

si
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Ransome Sporting Goods
The Easifold Rollaway table is one of
Ransome Sporting Goods’ most popular
tables and is suitable for both school
and home use. The table is in two
separate halves for easy movement
and storage, and also comes with a
playback facility. It’s available in indoor
and outdoor models in green or blue.

The Playback Rollaway table is an
ideal low-cost table for school and club
use, and a better quality table for
home use. The unique fold and
wheelaway system has four strong
wheels for easy movement. Available
in indoor in green or blue, and outdoor
models in green only.
For further information on Butterfly
table tennis equipment contact Norma
Bonson at Ransome Sporting Goods on
01642 224444 or email
norma.bonson@rsgsport.com.

With more than 60 years of experience,
Cornilleau is the European leader in table tennis
tables and the world leader in outdoor tables.
The company is well-known for manufacturing
table tennis products that are years ahead of the
competition in terms of innovation, with
unsurpassed quality and technological standards.

The company has a complete range of table
tennis tables, bats, balls and accessories. The
offering includes products designed for home
recreational use, as well as a range that is
designed for intensive use in schools, clubs and
institutions. Added to this are the ITTF
(International Table Tennis Federation) approved
tables for tournaments and competition use.
For further information on Cornilleau table tennis
equipment visit www.uktabletennis.co.uk, email
sales@uktabletennis.co.uk or call 0845 2600 780.

Cornilleau

Table tennis





MITRE’S MID SEASON ADDITIONS
TO ITS REVOLVE FOOTBALL SERIES

PROMOTION

MITRE IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE SOME GREAT ADDITIONS 
TO ITS ALREADY SUCCESSFUL REVOLVE SERIES OF 

FOOTBALL EQUIPMENT, WHICH INCLUDES 
FOOTBALLS, SHINGUARDS, 

GOAL KEEPING GLOVES AND 
FOOTBALL BOOTS. 

The Revolve football, as launched at the
start of the 2007 football season is now
being played with by all 72 clubs of the
Football League, with the Championship and
League 1 clubs currently using their own
club badged version of the ball. With a
subtle yet effective addition to this great
looking design, the use of individual balls
will be extended to League 2 for the kick off
of the 2009/2010 season.

The revolutionary ‘Revolve’ design has
also been applied to Mitre’s professional
football boot, the Revolve Pro, now available
in two brand new colour options;
Red/Silver/White and Blue/Silver/Charcoal
and on three sole units; Screw-In stud,
Speedstud Moulded Rubber and Astro Turf.

Ritchie Barker of
Rotherham

United has been wearing the boots and says
”These are such comfortable boots, they are
really lightweight but I still feel protected
and I love the new colour options” The
range has been extended to  include a
Revolve JNR boot, available in the same
colours as the Revolve Pro but on three
different sole units; Screw-In stud, Moulded
Rubber and Astro Turf.

After receiving high praise during their
first season from the professionals using
them, the Revolve AFP Pro Goalkeeping
glove is being joined by the Revolve Pro JNR.
With all the technology of the Pro glove but
with 2x2 super soft Duo Grip Latex for the
younger player’s needs. 

Mitre is also bringing to market the Revolve
IP Girls shinguard. Available in two vibrant
colour options; Light Blue and Pink the
lightness of this slip in shin guard offers the
female player complete freedom of
movement without any loss in levels 
of protection..

For more information
email enquiries@mitre.com
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IN SEASON FOOTBALL

Football
Torkralle goalkeeper’s boot
uhlsport understands goalkeepers and understands the
importance of lateral thinking, as well as the importance of
lateral movement.

Arguably the most pressured position on the pitch,
goalkeepers have been largely ignored when it comes to
football boots, until uhlsport’s product development team
had a ‘eureka moment’ and came up with the concept of a
boot just for keepers.

The boot has additional forefoot claws (Kralle in
German) to provide lateral grip and an EVA wedge to raise
the heel by a mere 4mm - sufficient to distribute the
weight to the toes and enhance the ability to spring and
react. With two outsole options for any condition, uhlsport
believes it has developed the ultimate goalkeeper’s boot.
For additional information contact uhlsport on 
08448 849861 or email uksales@uhlsport.com.

Team Colours 
At the end of the football season, the message from Team
Colours is: now’s the time to get your orders in for next
season’s kit.

Your customers will want to know about the exciting
range of options available from this versatile bespoke
sports kit specialist. Visit www.team-colours.co.uk, where
you can create online your customer’s new strip and put in
for a quote. Team Colours will work with you, either to
reproduce an existing strip or create an exciting new style
especially for your customer. This excellent value service
includes a full print and embroidery facility.
For more information email SI@team-colours.co.uk or
call either 01920 871453 or 01920 877270.
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Mitre
Established in England in 1817, Mitre has been around since
the dawn of professional sport and is still present whenever
football, rugby, netball or cricket is being played.

Mitre strives to be the people’s sports brand, built on twin
foundations of heritage and technical expertise. The company’s
world-class products combine the highest technical
performance with a sense of history to bring the Mitre brand
alive for the current generation and those to follow.
Mitre Sports International: 0208 346 2600. 
Email: enquiries@mitre.com.
Web: www.mitre.com.

Reusch 2009 glove range
Reusch’s 2009 glove range is split into three different segments.

The ‘Raptor’ range, which will carry highly visible cosmetics and make the
range very distinctive and easy to recognise, will include a totally new range of
gloves carrying all the features of the most technical and innovative gloves in the
Reusch collection.

The ‘Core’ range goes back to basics and offers some of the most popular
Reusch gloves in a traditional style, but in a variety of different latex options,
while the ‘Carry-Over’ section will continue for a further season with some of the
more popular styles from 2008.
For further information contact Bob Fidler at BF Sports on 0161 439 4383,
email reuschuk@btinternet.com or visit www.reuschuk.com.
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uhlsport.com

BEAT THE CREDIT 
CRUNCH WITH

WALES & SOUTH WEST MIKE MORGAN 07973 802986
LONDON & SOUTH EAST BOB LUDLAM 07973 394004
MIDLANDS & NORTH DAN HUME 07960 013475
SCOTLAND ERIC MUIR 07940 598779
NORTHERN IRELAND BRIAN HUTCHINSON 07595 543835

UHLSPORT INTRODUCES A 
NEVER OUT OF STOCK
RANGE OF PRODUCTS

THE UHLSPORT TEAM
Uhlsport, Cypher House, Bampton Business Centre

(South), Weald, Bampton Oxon OX18 2HU
Tel: 08448 849861     
Fax: 01993 851603      

Email: uksales@uhlsport.com

CHOOSE FROM A SELECTED RANGE OF:
Gloves    Footballs   Shinguards
Boots Teamwear

IF YOU WANT TO BEAT THE CREDIT
CRUNCH CALL NOW TO FIND OUT MORE

ABOUT OUR NEVER OUT OF STOCK
RANGE AND THE OPTIONS AVAILABLE

THE ADVANTAGES ARE CLEAR
• No need to forward order
• We’ll take the stock risk, not you
• Top up throughout the season from our stock
• No need to tie up too much cash in stock



Heavy Grips are like hand
grippers on steroids
These heavy-duty hand grippers are
manufactured with machine knuckled aluminium
handles and huge springs that will provide a
lifetime of use.

The Heavy Grips are available in six different
levels of strength, from the HG100 (100lbs)
Beginner to the HG350 (350lbs) Gripper King.
They are a great item for any type of fitness-
related business and are designed to either hang
on store shelves or be mailed to customers. 

Wholesale pricing ensures that you have 
a product that yields an excellent net profit 
with a true lifetime warranty standing behind 
the product.
For more information visit
www.ultimategrip.co.uk or 
call 0151 324 1195.

Fitness & health clubs

100 150 200 250 300 350

FITNESS & HEALTH CLUBS

www.sportindustry.biz

RUCANOR 
Rucanor’s 2009/10 ‘Never out of Stock’ catalogue contains
products that are aimed at many of the activities and classes
taking place on a day-to-day basis in fitness and health clubs.

For aerobics there are two models of height-adjustable step,
a balance board, exercise mats, aerobic bands and weights, and
toning rings, while for those seeking more gentle exercise there
are gym balls, yoga mats and blocks, and toning balls.

Products for the gym range from fitness gloves to weights
benches, with hand grips, push-up bars, solid dumbbells, weight
discs and bars also included as stock lines. For those clubs with a
pool, there are swimming goggles, pool shoes, swim hats and
swimming aids.

Rucanor also stocks a wide selection of related 
equipment such as drinks bottles, skip ropes, heart rate 
monitors and stopwatches, plus a full range of neoprene and
elasticated supports.

All of the above and more are available to order for immediate
delivery from stock, either from Rucanor’s sales office, your local

agent, or online at Rucanor’s
retailer-only website.

Log in to your online
account at
retail.rucanor.com 
or call the Sales
Hotline Number 
0845 2300147 for

further information.
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Sports InsightMagazine has
expanded its circulation to include the

Republic of Ireland
Contact us to discuss how we can help you
promote your brand to this lucrative market
place in the leading sports trade magazine

+44 (0) 1206 505947  • info@sports-insight.co.uk  •  www.sports-insight.co.uk



A-HH cup
Best sellers now from

shockabsorber.co.uk

To fi nd out more contact your 
Shock Absorber sales representative,

or call Gill Gosden 01483 291450

Voted No.1 Sports Bra
by readers of

Offi cial Supplier
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TENNIS

The start of the annual awakening
of casual tennis players is upon us as
the evenings get longer and hitting
partners reappear for matches with
friends and colleagues. 

Tennis in Britain is thought to be
on the crest of a wave as Andy
Murray edges nearer the level of a
successful grand slam player, while
the LTA basks in the reflected glory.
Peel away the veneer of recent
successes, though, and cracks
become visible. 

Rise & fall
Back in 2004 the LTA released
figures stating that 3.5million players

SPLIT The NPD Group asks: is tennis
losing its sporting appeal?

Two-season

“50 per cent
of tennis
shoes in 

2008 were
actually used

for their
manufactured

purpose”



took part in tennis at all levels, and this
was increasing. At six per cent of the
total population, this is an extremely
high estimate, but it is true that there
was a higher level of interest in the
sport five years ago when Tim
Henman was still active. Figures
released in 2008, therefore, indicate a
dramatic fall. There are now just
100,000 licensed adults and only a few
thousand juniors in Britain. Compare
this to France, which has over a
million licensed adults and 500,000
juniors. France’s club situation is also
healthier with over 10,000 registered
associations, compared with just over
2,000 in Britain.

However, there are signs of a
recovery. The number of junior
players in Britain is said to have
increased to around 18,000 recently.
Also, the LTA now has a proactive
chief executive, who has brokered a
new sponsorship deal to cover three
build-up tournaments to Wimbledon.
AEGON has agreed a £25million
five-year deal that means the life and
pensions company will sponsor the
Queen’s Club tournament as well as
Eastbourne and Edgbaston. 

On the downside, male
competitors have requested to be
based closer to London around the
month of the grass-court season, so
Eastbourne has been expanded to
accommodate both male and female
championships. Nottingham has
therefore lost an established
tournament, while the south gains
another. With such a short grass-court
season it is hard to see an advantage
of locating the majority of
tournaments in the south, the very
region that attracts the major interest
in the sport as it is. 

So is tennis still a major sport in
Britain? NPD’s online consumer data
states that in 2008 the tennis footwear
and apparel sector was worth around
£82million, representing about two
per cent of total sportswear sold in
Great Britain. Comparing the second
half of 2008 with the second half of
2007 showed a decline of over 15 per
cent. Apparel is declining faster than
footwear, but this is linked in with
average prices - the volume of apparel
sales actually grew during this period
as a result of heavy discounting.
However, tennis footwear increased in
price. The trend among other sports
was similar, with many technical
shoes holding their price.

Male/female markets
It is often thought that males will
spend more on sports footwear than
females, but looking at tennis shoes
this doesn’t stack up. NPD’s
consumer panel reveals that females
are paying up to 15 per cent more on
tennis footwear than men. Are these
shoes being used for the purpose
intended? If we split the analysis by
usage, what is revealed is that there is
a larger market for males who use
tennis shoes simply for leisure. Males
will pay more for this leisure usage
than females, whereas women are
prepared to spend greater amounts
when they use footwear for its
intended sporting purpose.

A further look at usage reveals
that only 50 per cent of tennis shoes in
2008 were actually used for their
manufactured purpose. The second
highest usage was leisure with 30 per
cent. Males again were the driving
factor behind high off-court usage. So
it appears at first glance that the
women’s game is healthy, whereas the
men’s is facing some tough times. The
first half of 2008 revealed that females
purchase a greater amount of tennis
footwear for playing the game in. As
we move into the winter months, male
purchases are higher than females, but
these shoes are purchased more for
leisure purposes. This seems to show
a two-season split by gender for tennis
in Britain. Females are more inclined

to purchase in the summer months for
sporting reasons, males in the ‘off-
season’ generally for leisure.

A recent survey by Sport England,
which asked participants if they took
part in tennis once a week for more
than 30 minutes at a time, recorded a
level of 487,000 adults. Fifty-three per
cent of the respondents were male,
indicating that there are still plenty of
men interested in playing the game.
What this may indicate is that men are
more inclined to play tennis in
footwear not necessarily manufactured
for the sport, but women prefer to use
specific tennis equipment. 

As the swing in popularity
changes over the year, it is important
to get the pricing structure right to
make gains from the right market.
What British tennis needs is a
consistent winner who can inspire a
generation to want to play the game
all year round, inside and outside. An
Andy Murray win at Wimbledon, or
even in Paris beforehand, would go a
long way to kick-starting this trend.
So let’s get behind Britain’s best talent
and hopefully raise the awareness of
tennis as a key sport in Britain.

The NPD Group monitors the
sales of sports footwear and sports
apparel in many countries around
the world. For more information
contact The NPD Group sports
team on 01932 355580. si
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E-TAILING

developed relationships with to
make money on your website.
Affiliate programs are, in effect,
targeted advertising. You agree to
host an ad on your site in exchange
for your partner (or affiliate) to host
an ad for your business on their site.
In addition, an affiliate can also be
another business that sells directly,
or indirectly, your enterprise’s goods
or services. You pay them a fee
(sometimes called a CPL or Cost
Per Lead) each time they direct a
new potential customer to your site.
You can find these potential
affiliates on sites including
ClickBank and Link Share.

Banner advertising
Your business may already use press
display ads to promote its goods.
Online, the banner ad operates in
basically the same way. You can

Ecommerce may have rapidly
expanded over the past few years,
but undertaking a review of your
site is important to ensure it is
working as hard as it can in these
financially testing times. The good
news is that there are many
techniques you can use to make
your site more profitable. From
simply expanding areas of your
existing site, to moving into new
territories, there is a plethora of
practical steps you can put
into action.

PPC (Pay-per-click)
advertising
Often confused as simply a means of
advertising a business’s goods or
services, Google’s AdSense service
can also serve relevant adverts
directly onto your website. Paste some
HTML code into your site and Google
will take care of the rest once you

have signed up for the service and
customised your ad feed. Also, don’t
forget other ad services, including
Yahoo!, BidVertiser and Clicksor.

CPM (Cost Per Mille)
advertising
An alternative to PPP, Cost Per Mille
ads are different in that they are based
on the number of impressions each ad
gains on your website. For these ads to
work effectively you need to develop
your site’s pages to gain maximum
traffic and therefore, the most potential
clicks on each ad. Costs vary, so check
you understand how much you will
get paid for each impression. Services
include Burst Media, Tribal Fusion
and Advertising.com.

Affiliate marketing
No business is an island, so why not
use the strategic partners you have

ABOVE: With the
current economic

uncertainty, it is
important to make

your website as
profitable as it

can be
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Clicks into
In a downturn, making your consumer
website work harder is one way to bolster
your business. Dave Howell reports
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currently offer on your website?
Often overlooked, expanding these
options could mean the difference
between a new customer and a lost
sale. Look at systems like PayPal,
Google Checkout and BT’s
Click&Buy as additional payment
systems you could add to your site.

Premium content
Your website’s content is in the first
instance, your store’s stock holding.
But could you create original
material and offer this as premium
content on your site? If so, you could
hold this content behind a
membership firewall. Customers
would need to buy a subscription to
access this content. Many
newspapers and magazines use this
technique. Remember though, the
content has to be new and unique as
your customers are paying for it.

Website widgets
Unlike PPC campaigns, widgets
offer a way of adding some unusual
and unique content to your website.
Widgets from companies like
SmartLinks and WidgetBucks can be
quickly set up and uploaded to your
website or blog. Look for widgets
that complement your business, as
this will ensure that your site visitors
find something that interests them.

RSS feed adverts
As part of your business blog, you
can offer a service whereby your new
posts are sent directly to a subscriber.
This is how RSS works in practice.
Of course, the blog posts you send
could also contain an advert. Services
like Feedburner and Pheedo offer a
PPC-like payment structure that you
can easily add to your blog entries.

In-text advertising
If you don’t want to offer banner ads
on your web pages (as they can in
some instances dilute your business’s
brand), in-text ads could offer an
alternative. As their name suggests,
you attach an ad to specific words or
phrases in the body text of your web
pages. Be careful not to overload
your web pages with too many links
- this could turn off your visitors,
who won’t click the ad or buy from
your site. Service providers include
Kontera and Vibrant Media.

The key to expanding your
website’s profitability is to choose a
group of techniques that complement
your existing site. In all cases, you
can test each technique over a
specific time and then analyse the
income it has given to your site. You
may need to experiment with several
techniques to find those that work
the best for your business.

BELOW: A good
deal of businesses
are using blogs to
foster a closer
working
relationship with
their customers

offer other businesses space on your
site for their banner ads, or generate
potential new customers by placing
banner ads on other selected sites.
This form of advertising can have
very low click-through rates, so look
carefully at the cost of any banner
ads you are placing on other sites.
Analyse the return on investment to
see if they are really worth their cost.

Business blogging
Not at first sight a money-making
activity, but many businesses are
using blogs to foster a closer
working relationship with their
customers. Often, a blog can be
seen as a loss leader, when in fact it
can generate sales, albeit indirectly.
The key is to make your blog
engaging, with content that your
existing and potential new
customers are interested in. And
don’t forget, Google indexes blogs,
so you could pick up new customers
for very little effort and cost. There
are many blogging systems you
could use. One of the most
advanced is Wordpress, which has

thousands of templates you can
choose from to match your

website’s design and branding.

Additional payment options
How many payment options do you si
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Warehouse: BB SPORTS DISTRIBUTORS, 

29A Apple Lane, Trade City, Exeter, EX2 7HA 

• Huge range of Licensed Premiership Football 
souvenirs available from stock.

• Best Wholesale Prices – Immediate Delivery    
• Latest Products and Designs

Trade Accounts Available Now Online - www.bbsports.co.uk

Team up with Force XV today and become part of our rapidly
expanding UK network of retailers and team wear specialists!

For more information contact:  Matthew Tetlow (British)
Email: contact-export@forcexv.com

or directly on 00 33 546 563 616

SUBLIMATED JERSEYS PROTECTION TEAMWEARPROTECTION TEAMWEAR

Since 1988

UK Table
Tennis Ltd
The Table Tennis
Specialists

Phone: 0845 2600 780 Fax: 0845 2600 790
E: sales@uktabletennis.co.uk W: www.uktabletennis.co.uk

OFFICIAL PREMIERSHIP FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS
Global Football Company offers by far the most comprehensive range of licensed football products available,

which this year includes a number of lines that are totally exclusive to us. From branded footballs &
playing accessories such as sweatbands, water bottles and captain’s armbands to fan products like

hats, scarves, flags, gloves, mugs, keyrings, badges, and executive gifts
such as leather wallets, pewter tankards, hip flasks and zippo lighters.

See the web site at www.globalfootballcompany.com
and contact us for full details: T: 0161 282 0770

F: 0161 282 0733  E: info@globalfootballcompany.com

Archery suppliers since 1963

Bows, arrows, crossbows, 

targets, accessories.

Tel:   01296 632573

Email: admin@petron.info

Web: www.petron.info

VIGA
Athletic Clothing Co. Ltd

Tel: 01257 269611
Fax: 01257 241677
www.viga.co.uk

• WATERPROOF JACKETS • 
• GILET TOP •

• LONG-SLEEVE TOPS • 
• LEGGINGS & PANTS •
• CLUB TRACKSUITS • 

• VESTS • 
• SHORTS •

DISTRIBUTORS OF OFFICIAL FOOTBALL
MERCHANDISE

Trade Accounts now available online
www.footballsouvenirs.net

30 Racecourse Road, Gallowfields Trading Estate, Richmond, North Yorks DL10 4TG

Telephone 05600 767108 Tel/Fax 01748 826024

FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS LIMITED

Rugby

Wholesaler

Agents Required

Table Tennis

Team Wear

Fitness Equipment

Merchandising

Athletic/School Clothing

Football Collectables

EPOS

Archery

Fitness

Custom-made cricket sweaters
in club colours. 

Plus Bowls/Schools/Golf.
Contact: Balmoral Knitwear

Galston, Ayrshire, KA4 8HF
Tel: 01900 829 229  Fax: 01900 829 009

info@balmoralsales.co.uk
www.balmoralknitwear.co.uk

NEW



The Surridge brand had been established since 1867 and with over 140 years of 

experience, it’s probably the oldest Sports brand in the world.

All Surridge garments and products are designed for the best performance in 

mind, ensuring comfort, durability and looking good but still value for money.

Want to become a Surridge Distributor?
We are constantly striving for new innovative manufacturing processes, fabrics

and products. We have 3 catalogues available showing our extensive Cricket, 

Football and Rugby range, all available to trade customers. 

Off ering not only the Surridge brand products at trade prices/discounts, 

Surridge can off er you trophies and awards as one of the Leading Trade 

Trophy Wholesalers in the UK. The124 page catalogue is viewable at www.sport-
inggreatsonline.com
With Surridge you can become the ‘One Stop Shop’ for all clubs, teams and 

schools in your area.

Contact Surridge now to make an appointment to see your Surridge Representative.

Surridge Sport | Britannia Centre | Network 65 Business Park | Burnley | Lancashire | BB11 5ST

web | www.surridgesport.com   email | sales@surridgesport.com   tel | +44(0) 1282 418418 www.sportinggreatsonline.com

Become a Distributor in your Area.

Trade Prices & Discounts Available.
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TAIL-ENDER

For some time now, I’ve been trying
to work out just why the shop is
doing so badly. Of course, the
economic downturn presumably has
something to do with it. So does the
discovery that the recent heavy rain
jammed the front door closed for a
week and potential customers
couldn’t get in. 

But now I’m absolutely certain

that the real reason is something far

more basic. It’s that both Norman, my

devoted assistant, and I have stopped

wearing ties at work. And even when

we do, they’re the wrong colour.

Finding that the problem I feared was

serious is something that can so easily

be put right is an enormous relief, I

don’t mind telling you.

I stumbled on this revelation quite

by chance the other day in a back copy

of ‘Reader’s Digest’ while waiting at

the doctor’s to have my ears syringed.

A professor at Apache Ridge

University, Arizona, had spent a

lifetime studying the psychology of tie

wearing and what he didn’t know

about tying a bit of cloth round your

neck obviously wasn’t worth knowing.

The right tie

The professor said that the right tie

generates confidence, authority,

kindness and dignity. He explained that

when Bette Midler said that only a fool

would start the day by tying a noose

around his neck, she didn’t know what

she was talking about. It seems

successful businessmen are going back

to ties and so are politicians. Gordon

Brown and Alistair Darling are now

wearing purple ties. Barack Obama

now wears a blue tie with a button-

down collar, and all are doing pretty

well in the circumstances.

When I first discussed the matter

with Norman, as usual, he tried to

make a joke of it. He told me about the

man who had a new tie for his birthday

but took it back to the shop saying that

one end was longer than the other.

Then he asked if I’d heard about the

Brummie who went for a job wearing a

polyester shirt, bright flares and Doc

Marten boots. The interviewer said:

“All you need now is a kipper tie,” and

the Brummie replied: “That would be

lovloy. Two sugars, please.”

He only stopped laughing when I

told him that if business didn’t

improve, I would have to sack him.

According to the professor, dark blue,

purple, brown and red ties inspire

friendship and confidence, while

orange, yellow, green and turquoise

can have the opposite effect.

Next day, when we conducted a

modest social experiment, Norman, in

a purple tie, served the first customer

in the shop and I, wearing bright

orange, served the second. The

professor’s theory seemed vindicated.

Norman sold a dartboard and my

customer said everything was too

expensive and there were much better

bargains on eBay.

I was slightly disappointed to find

that Norman’s customer turned out to

be the captain of his darts team, to

whom he had promised a huge

unauthorised discount, but I’m

certainly not going to dismiss the tie-

wearing theory just yet and have

instructed all staff (that’s Norman) to

wear them until further notice.

Psychological influence

In fact, according to Wikipedia, there’s

a lot more to ties than meets the eye.

Did you know they were invented 300

years ago by Croatian solders, were

once so thick they could stop a sword-

thrust and that you need 110 silkworms

to make a silk tie? And what seems to

me to be even further evidence of the

psychological influence of ties came

only this morning. My wife rang from

the supermarket to ask whether she

should buy some cut-price salmon

steaks. When I pointed out that a

woman with an economics degree

should perhaps be able to make such

decisions for herself, she replied:

“You’re very bossy today. Are you

wearing a posh tie?”.

She was right, as it happens. I’d

put it on to receive a consignment of

cricket bats from a cocky young rep

who never ceases to remind you that

he went to a public school. On this

occasion he was strangely subdued. He

said he had a cold and was dosed up

with Lemsip, but I still think that

wearing my Royal Institute of British

Architects tie had more to do with it. I

inherited it - like so many other things,

including an ulcer and a love, despite

all the odds, of Derby County Football

Club - from my dad, who was brought

up to believe that ties caused deafness

in old age, but still put one on every

day, including a spell in hospital, when

he wore one with his pyjamas. 

I am now the custodian of his vast

wardrobe of ties, including guards

regiments, Oxford colleges and

exclusive golf clubs, none of which he

had the remotest right to wear. I am

wearing his Royal Thames Yacht Club

commodore’s tie as I write. If this

column is a bit classier than usual,

that’s why.

A sideways look at the world of independent retailing

si

Under thecounter

“Bette
Midler said
that only a
fool would
start the
day by
tying a
noose

around his
neck, she

didn’t know
what she

was talking
about”



Innovative and comprehensive range of specialist mini
tennis, badminton, multisport, early years and inclusive
equipment.

The original portable net systems, made in the UK since
1992 . So robust that most are still in active service - with
a repair service to keep them that way. 

And new products. We're constantly designing, 
re-designing, developing and testing. Check out this
season's Sma-a-artlines, our new patented flexible court
marking system. Or Fishing Nets. Or Happy Faces.

To find out more, call or email us. We'd love to hear from
you. Or find us at www.zsig.com.

Zsig is a supplier to the LTA, the Tennis Foundation, the ITF and tenniscoachUK.

creative coaching equipment
t. 0161 484 5000   e. info@zsig.com   www.zsig.com



1 Enhanced running efficiency
2 Facilitated venous return resulting in:

a. decreased blood pressure
b. reduced risk of deep vein thrombosis
c. lower incidence of varicose veins

3 Decreased ankle sprains
4 Lowered risk of shin splints

5 Minimize back pain
6 Enhance proprioception
7 Strengthen intrinsic foot

musculature
8 Maximise biomechanical performance
9 Diminish risk of bunions
10 Optimise balance / prevent falls

Primal Lifestyle Ltd are the sole distributors of Vibram’s Fivefingers to the UK & Ireland.
www.primallifestyle.com - +44 1372 200640 - info@primallifestyle.com

Fivefingers offer reassuring grip, rubberised protection and maximum sensation.

In this day and age with people looking increasingly back toward nature to optimize their health and
performance, the barefoot running phenomenon is gaining significant momentum. Leading gym instructors
and personal trainers are recommending barefoot training for performance. And large corporates are
researching seriously into the benefits of barefoot. Vibram’s Fivefingers footwear provides a high-end, unrivalled
barefoot solution for your customers who wish to get back in touch with planet Earth, to allow full biomechanical
freedom of their foot, and to truly engage with their environment.

For more details go to www.primalLifestyle.com

10 of the 
Benefits of
“Barefoot” - Fivefingers-style


